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9 Septa-.1ber, 1947.

Mr. Harold F. Scarianot
0/0	 Doreen lonborg,
Suito uB*,
Washington Hotel,
EAPIJILUM_Iks

Dear Hal,

I have been a long time in acknowledging your letter
of 6 August but you can imagine how busy we have been.

I have not very much to tell you which I care to put in
a letter at this time exeepting for the following highspotss•

(1) I have heard nothieg further on the banknote thing
and 1 rather imagine that Don King and Langdon have messed it up
beyond recall.

(2) The Sinamco reorganization seems to have been caaJpleted.
They ewe in to see the General the other day to see in whet henner
he cared to participate and offered him a proposition which I am
quite sure he will turn down.

(3) C.A.T. buoiness is booming but there have been sci
many changes in freight rates and exohenge rates and other riscellaneous
problems that fran an accounting point of view I mn coApletely at sea
to know how we are doing. However we sesta to be paying our bills and
every once ib a while show up with a surplus. We are busy at the
present moment trying to-peyszff our amortization charges in order to
get ourselves in a position of at least majority ownership of the line.

Louise writes me that she has seen you in New York and that
she will do everything possible to get you together with Tow.

/ finpily concluded a deal with Kiang on the oil. The on*
problem now appears to be whether or not Lindus and Marsh can find the
oil on the Islands.

I an sure it is still very worthwhile for you to return and
the General and I are both  looking forward to that ttme very 7:120/2.•
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I have passed on
other friends.

Beat of lack and
developing.

Deer Doreen,

the necessary regards to the office and

please let ne knou how your plans are

Sincerely,

This copy of arather sketchy letter to vial eve
you the highspote of what se are doiag nova. There ax o two other matters
which you should know about which are of great importance at the moment.

(1) On a trip from 'dacha, to Clumgcing about ten de 080
carrying a load of banknotes we bed an engine failure which necessitated
jettisoning the cargo. The plane returned safely to Linchow but the loss
to the °antral Bank vu in /mesa of DS $ 14000,000. We were carrying these
banknotes under the amendment to cur contract which provides for permission
to carry °ergo or am, Government agency inbound from the coast. Our Idll
of Lading provided that the shipment would be at the bank le risk and we
had a further aevement with the bank whereby in consideration of a reduced
rate they would errand. insurance. We have the opinion of Aldo Allmon
that C.A.T. cannot be held renonsible for the accident but naturally it
worries us. The loss of the engine could not have in any manner been
foreseen or prevented. What happened. ins that a small rubber diapbren inside
the carburetter got ruptured • The carburettor was anew one bought true
the U.S. Aray and under routine practice is sealed with lead seals aid cannot
be inspected until it has been.flown a certain number of hours.

(2) Wo are expecting acme trouble with Wall during the next we&
In connection with a contract with the Ronan Provincial Government whereby
we are transporting cotton out tram Amides in Ronan together wit refugees
for account of the licnan Government. The point of departure is a gable called
Among and the destination is Chengchow. 4 have no control over the cargo
or passengers carried. An UNRRA investigators report indicates that the Ronan
Provincial Government in league with local halitary authorities is attempting
to Profiteer an the sale of passenger tickets and fUrther that there is saes
attempt being made by the H4nam Government to carry military supplies. The
report absolves C.A.T. from any responsibility and points out that on cm
occasion when the MiliGary tried to force their supplies on to one of our
planes our &seines. Manager resisted the Military to the point where they
actually beat him up. Romer I think that UNRRA is going to ask um to
cease that contract which incidentally yields a revenue equivalent to
US 100,000. Some of our enemies tithe local UARRA office may attempt to
use this incident as a stepping stone to limit us from any activities which
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tin anyway be construed as assistance to the Central Government.
General and I feel that were UNRRA to accuse vs of assisting the

Government the effect would be to strengthen our position with
the mtral Government end therefore be of assitance in our attempt to
mOkli Als line permanent.

Is are trying to pey off amortisationas fast as possible and to
440 10. believe that we own approximately 20 of the airline. We are
working on a deal with Standard Vacuumidlich if it materializes in time
All bring this percentage up to something in excess ofamajority.
Simateneouely we are working an a parallel deal with the Innen people
which would end up with eneven higher percentage of ownership. We have
been advised that the hanistry of Commanieations has instructed C.A.T.
to prepere a plan for C.A.T. #0 future and therefore we are very anxious
to be inamajority ownership position before being confronted with a
Plan.

We have plenty of ban:taws, in fact three or four times mare than
we eanhandle. 'avenges are climbing at an alarming rate chiefly due to
the inflation end exchange rate changes recent), mode. However our
rates have beenraised although there is sleeps a period of leg between
the inflationary raise and the rate raise. 1e think however that am
are definitely now in anmderate profit position although it is difficult
to be moot about the situatich. We are making maser capital improvements
and investments out of current income.

Jim Brennan stayed with am for overamonth during which time
he saw a great deal of the problems of the airline alai the action ma were
taking and stated that he was very pleased and that Tan would be at the
showing we Imre making. I hope that youwill hare a chance to have a
good talk with 7in end also with Tan and will let no know how they feel
about thing' after.Jles return.

Beat regards,


